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1809.] The Descent oj Oltrist into Hell. 3-13 

in heaven, not in the under world. Tertullian himself some
times places paradise in heaven; into which, however, he 
contends that only martyrs are transferred immediately after 
this life. "Nu 3ays, "on leaving; dwells 
immediately unless he who 
tive of go to paradise 
under world." Tertullian on 
the earth, but 

Cyprian places paradise in heaven, or identifies it with 
heaven. "Let us embrace" he says," the day which assigns 
to each his abode; which when we are taken thence (out of 
the world by death), restores us to paradise and the celestial 
kingdom." i These quotations are sufficient to show that 
the early Fatba33 purad.ise either upon 
earth, or else t'0uofold paradise; adestial, 
the other tenu3t;-ial that they the 
location of it world.3 No d;;uht is a 
part of Hades, the wide, tsnse of 
invisible world, but not in the special sense of under world. 

3. The next passage relied upon to prove the existence of 
an intermediate, temporary, and tlubterranean locality of 
souls, is the parable of Lazarus (Lu. 16: 19-31). It is un
doubtedly the fact that, in the time of our Saviour, the pop-
ular notions ot snith respect to near 
resemblance to Greeks and And the 
costume of this made to confuHA opmions 
which then it is difficult how it 
furnishes any the theory whi ;;ddm;ed to 
support. 

It is confidently affirmed that Lazarus and Dives went to 
different compartments of Hades. But the parable does not 
say that Lazarus went to Hades; but was carried by angels 
into Abraltam's bosom. This is a figurative expression, de. 
noting neanu;ss to Abraham, and a in his 
felicity. Tru;;, Christian Fathers placed 

I De Resurrect. 166. 
; z;,ctrines I S See HuidckoDD'. 
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